covered)
configuration. 
WALL SIGNATURE FOR WICS
The rows and ports selection for WICS is based on the constraints of the existing tunnel walls orifice layout in the NTF and the requirement that the WICS code be provided a wall signature of adequate resolution. Figure 3 shows the current wall ports layout for NTF, and an example sub-set of the port selections used for WICS (shown as filled circles). Figure 4 shows the relative location of the rows in the Y-Z plane looking from upstream. These two unknowns are determined in a least square fitting procedure such that the computed or 'fit' signature is the best fit of the wall signature in a global sense. Figure 5b shows a contour plot of the 'fit' signature (with the effect of doublets added back on), which should be a good approximation to the real signature shown in Figure 5a .
Note that WICS does not compute the fit row by row;
the fit is performed in a global sense. The advantage of this approach is that a few bad ports do not adversely affect the computation. The code has a quality check of the wall signature, which identifies and discards outliers in a second pass (based on 3_ limits obtained from the fit in the first pass).
Finally, once all the singularity strengths are computed, interpolation from the database type 2 is used to compute corrections at any location in the flow field within the reference grid. Application tofull span models additionally takes into accountthe interference causedby the support structure. At NTF,thisinvolves anarcsector located about 13ft downstream of themodel center ofrotation, andthemodel support sting. Calibration dataof the support system atvarious values of Machnumber, total pressure andangleofattack is used topre-compute the resulting interaction. Thiscalibration datais alsoused for 'taring' ofthesignature, similar tothetunnel empty signature forsemispan models. Byusing theprinciple ofsuperposition, theinteraction duetomodel plussting is obtained byadding thesupport system interaction at identical conditions tothemodel onlycorrections. This involves the generation of andinterpolation froma separate perturbation velocity database for thesupport geometry. Thecurrent database assumes a straight model sting.Additional calibrations will berequired if there arechanges inthesupporting structure.
WICS SINGULARITY DISTRIBUTION
In addition to test data, tunnel empty calibration data, . The results from the WICS calculations also correspond to these three repeat points. In order to account for slight differences between the centerline and wall flows at X =-2, the WlCS results were shifted by a fixed amount corresponding to the average difference in Mach number at the centerline and wall at the FRS location. A good match of the experimental distribution has been obtained.
The above procedure was repeated for all the points in the tunnel empty data set. Figure 14 shows These parameters are defined as: 
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